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General International Symposium “Toward a
World Philosophy for the 22nd Century”

Final Report of the IRCP : Towards Making a New Start

On October 10, 2015, the Inter-

national Research Center for Phi-

losophy held the general (center−

wide) international symposium “To-

ward a World Philosophy for the

22nd Century” at the Toyo Univer-

sity Hakusan Campus (Building 8,

the 125th Anniversary Hall). The

center, which began in July 2011,

marks its fifth and final year this

year, and this general symposium

was held to mark this auspicious occasion.

Following an opening message from KAWAMOTO Hideo (IRCP

Researcher), the symposium began with a keynote lecture from Pro-

fessor Georg STENGER (University of Vienna), entitled “Intercul-

tural philosophy : A challenge for the entire field of philosophy.” In

his lecture, Prof. STENGER explained in detail the following two

propositions : “Philosophy must be intercultural not just with regard

to external reasons such as sociopolitical issues and refugee issues but

also with regard to fundamental internal philosophical reasons, and

accordingly it must be based on the foundation of philosophizing.” “It

is inconceivable that intercultural thought or philosophy could omit

the processes of methodological and systematic elucidation, and the

process of self−reflection that connects these.”

Next, during the symposium SAGARA Tsutomu (IRCP Re-

searcher) presented on the topic “The uniqueness of acceptance of

philosophy in Japan : From the perspective of a transformation in the

view of nature,” as an overview of the activities of the 1st Unit of

IRCP. Actively assessing the role played by translation in acceptance of

Western philosophy, he suggested that there might be a need for re-

search on intercultural translation in world philosophy in the future.

Next, NAGAI Shin (IRCP Researcher) presented on the topic “The

perspective of Iran in world philosophy.” The unique activities of the

3rd Unit of IRCP, intended to carry out “Research on Basis of

Thought for the Society of Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence,”

involve cultural exchange with Iran that began four years ago. NAGAI

pointed out the possibility of building a new world philosophy by

breaking down the framework of conflict between East and West

through using Iran as a methodological perspective, since that nation

could serve in an intermediary role between East and West not just in

a geopolitical sense but also in the spheres of culture and thought.

This presentation also served as a report on a September visit to Iran

(see the separate article in this issue for details).

The general discussion, led by KAWAMOTO, featured a discussion

by the three presenters, with YAMAGUCHI Ichiro (Visiting Profes-

sor, Toyo University, IRCP Visiting Researcher) serving as interpreter.

Likening the development of a world philosophy for the 22nd cen-

tury to a 100−meter dash, KAWAMOTO said that in its five years the

Center had covered a distance of about two and one−half meters,

identifying the need for continued further research. WATANABE

Shogo (IRCP Researcher)

delivered a closing message,

wrapping up this sympo-

sium in which roughly 30

attendees discussed its sub-

ject topics in depth.
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Books As the compilation of our research results.
Kindaika to dentō no aida : Meijiki ni okeru ningenkan to sekai-

kan (Between Modernization and Tradition : Views of Humanity

and the World in the Meiji Period.)

Posuto fukushima no tetsugaku : Genpatsu no nai sekai no tame

ni (Philosophy of Post−Fukushima : For Life without Nuclear

Power.)

Ekkyō suru tetsugaku : Taikei to hōhō wo motomete (Beyond the

Philosophy : Surveying the System and the Method.)

Shūkyō no kabe wo norikoeru : Tabunka kyōsei shakai e no

shisōteki kiban (Overcoming Religious Barriers : A Basis of

Thought for a Society of Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence.)

4th Annual Meeting of the International
Association for Inoue Enryo Research

On September 13, 2015,

on the campus of Toyo Uni-

versity Hakusan (the 125th

anniversary Hall), the 4th

Annual Meeting of the In-

ternational Association for

Inoue Enryo Research was held. This Meeting included five individ-

ual presentations and a special lecture by Agustìn JACINTOZAVALA

(El Colegio de Michoacan, IRCP Visiting Researcher) from Mexico.

The first individual presentation was by KODA Retsu (Sagami

Women’s University) entitled “’Yokai’ as the Edge of the Cosmos : As

Seen from Enryo’s Concept of ‘Mutual Inclusion.’” This presentation

attempted to design a Yokai theory including the concept of “mutual

inclusion,” which, as the final philosophical standpoint of Inoue En-

ryo, did not seem to be included in his Yokai theory.

Next, the IRCP Research Associate, SHIRAI Masato, presented a

paper entitled “Inoue Enryo’s Philosophy of Peace and War.” He dis-

cussed the limits and a new possibility for Inoue Enryo’s later ethical

theory, tracing the transition of his discourse on peace and war.

The third presentation was by HORI Masamichi (Toyo University)

entitled “Enryo as a Tourist.” Based on Enryo’s travel literature, he

discussed how Enryo traveled throughout Japan and around the

world. He also investigated the effect of Enryo’s travel on the forma-

tion of his thought.
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After the intermission, SUGAWARA Jun (Nihon University) pre-

sented a paper entitled “Tsunashima Ryosen and Toyo University.”

This paper surveyed articles by Ryosen Tsunashima who played an

important role in the dispute regarding the Philosophy Academy inci-

dent. In his paper, he clarified how the incident is situated among the

stream of thought in the acceptance of Western philosophy in Japan.

The final presentation was entitled “The Buddhist Concept of

Means in Inoue Enryo” by Rainer SCHULZER (Eberhard Karls Uni-

versity, Tübingen, IRCP Visiting Researcher). In his presentation, he

summarized Enryo’s concept of means (upāya) and clarified its signifi-

cance through the following four points : (1) means (soteriological

devices) as Buddhist doctrines inconsistent with the scientific world-

view ; (2) upāya from a psychotherapist approach ; (3) upāya as a

pragmatic concept of religious truth ; and (4) upāya as a Buddhist

concept of tolerance.

After the individual pres-

entations, Prof. JACINTO

ZAVALA gave a special lec-

ture entitled “Inoue Enryo’s

Middle − School Shūshin

Course as Hermeneutics of the Imperial Rescript on Education” in

which he clarified how Enryo planned the Shūshin Course, which

spans 10 years from elementary to middle school. In order to clarify

the background of the Shūshin Course by Enryo, Prof. JACINTO

ZAVALA surveyed a few lesson plans taken from the Shūshin Course.

Then, he outlined the ethical theory based on the Imperial Rescript

on Education such as Inoue Tetsujiro’s New Theory of Ethics and En-

ryo’s Outline of Ethics. He also summarized some of the explanatory

notes to the Imperial Rescript. Then, he investigated Enryo’s Shūshin

Course and compared it to that of Inoue Tetsujiro.

Enryo’s Shūshin Course utilizes a process aptly called the herme-

neutics of the Imperial Rescript. Through his lecture clarifying En-

ryo’s Shūshin Course, which utilizes the hermeneutical method, he

shed new light on a meaning that had been previously overlooked.

All of the presentations were very fruitful, exemplifying the high

academic level of the International Association for Inoue Enryo Re-

search.

Japanese−French Joint Conference
« Descartes : La morale de la métaphysique »

“Descartes : La morale de la métaphysique. Pour saluer Katsuzo Mu-

rakami” was held on Saturday, September 19, 2015 at Pantheon−Sor-

bonne University and was successfully concluded, having yielded

many good results. This conference was a Japanese−French joint pro-

ject, forming part of both the Séminaire Descartes series at the Sor-

bonne, now in its seventh year, and the Methodology Research con-

ducted by the 2nd Unit of the International Research Center for Phi-

losophy at Toyo University.

Presentations and debates were held from 9 : 30 a.m. and contin-

ued past 5 : 00 p.m. on Sat-

urday, September 19, with

breaks for lunch and coffee.

Below is a list of the presen-

tations, starting with the

opening address. (1) TSU-

ZAKI Yoshinori (University

of Tsukuba, IRCP Visiting

Researcher) “La meditatio et

la formation du jugement,” (2) Frédéric LELONG (Académie de

Créteil) “Altérité et convenance, de la philosohie première à la mo-

rale,” (3) OHNISHI Yoshitomo (Kumamoto University, IRCP Visit-

ing Researcher) “Eligere : du choix cartésien,” (4) Pierre GUENAN-

CIA (Université de Bourgogne) “Erreur et libre arbitre : le croise-

ment de la morale et de la métaphysique,” (5) Frédéric De BUZON

(Université de Strasbourg) “La morale sans la physique?,” (6) MU-

RAKAMI Katsuzo (IRCP Researcher) “La métaphysique de Descartes

et le fondement de la morale,” (7) Denis KAMBOUCHNER (Uni-

versité Paris 1 Panthéon−Sorbonne) “De la modération en métaphy-

sique.” Following this, KAMBOUCHNER delivered the concluding

remarks and the conference was brought to a close.

A conference report was conducted on Saturday, November 7, at

Toyo University, Hakusan Campus (Building 6, Faculty of Letters

Meeting Room). OHNISHI gave a report entitled “Continuity and

Rupture―Japanese−French Colloque : Ending La Morale de la

métaphysique” and MURAKAMI gave a report entitled “The Meta-

physics of Descartes and the Foundation of Morality (Summary)
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Métaphysique de Descartes et

le fondement de la morale.”

At this conference, presenta-

tions were given about re-

search on Descartes and fu-

ture methodological devel-

opments, followed by vigorous debate. In conclusion, the difficulty of

mutual understanding and the importance of creating a space for con-

stant discussions were addressed.

Moreover, these outcomes were publicized online in France and

published in the Journal of International Philosophy, Extra Issue 8

“Descartes : La morale de la métaphysique. Pour saluer Katsuzo Mu-

rakami” in Japan in February.

Overseas Research “Collaborative Research with
Iran and a Multicultural Co−existence Field Study”

Members of the 3rd Unit

of the IRCP made a research

trip to Iran from September

11 to September 18 for a

joint symposium with the

Academy of Sciences of Iran

and to perform a field study

on multicultural co−existence. The participants were NAGAI Shin

(IRCP Researcher), MIYAMOTO Hisayoshi (IRCP Visiting Re-

searcher), ONO Jun’ichi (IRCP Visiting Researcher), HORIUCHI

Toshio (IRCP Research Associate), and Bahman ZAKIPOUR (Toyo

University graduate student), who provided interpreting and other

services for the group.

On September 13, the Academy of Sciences of Iran and the IRCP

jointly held a symposium in Tehran. There were around 15 Iranian at-

tendees including director DAVARI and Dr. Abdolrahim GAVAHI.

Director Reza DAVARI spoke about the current state of philosophy

in Iran. From the Japan side, visiting researcher MIYAMOTO gave a

presentation with slides entitled “The Acceptance and Transformation

of Buddhism in the Japanese Original Religion (Shintoism) and Cul-

ture.” Visiting researcher ONO’s presentation entitled “Izutsu’s Lin-

guistic Theory : Issues and Possibilities” argued from an analytic

philosophical perspective that Izutsu Toshihiko’s linguistic theory was

not linguistic relativism. After both presentations was an active discus-

sion from the Iranian side, resulting in an especially productive sym-

posium.

On September 14, we visited the Encyclopaedia Islamika Founda-

tion. This library compiles an encyclopedia specializing in Islam, for

which books and other materials are being collected worldwide. Meet-

ings were held to exchange information between seven people, includ-

ing the director of the foundation and researcher Hassan SAYEDA-

RAB. On September 15, we travelled to Mashhad as part of the mul-

ticultural co−existence field study and visited the graves of one of

Iran’s three (or four) greatest poets, Ferdowsi, and the tomb of the

eighth Shia Imam, Imam Reza. On September 16, we travelled to Ah-

waz to visit the seat in Iran of Mandaean Sabians. We held research

meetings with around 15 people, including the leaders of the religious

communities, lay priests, and monks. One high priest of a community

explained in Persian the religion’s view of the origin of the world, its

theology, and the content and structure of their holy scriptures. In re-

sponse to our questions, he provided detailed explanations about their

rites, symbolic meanings, etc. We visited Tchoga Zanbil, Susa, and

the tombstone of the Old Testament prophet Daniel. Afterward, we

had discussions around Japanese and Iranian philosophy, mainly with

researchers of Iranian Islamic philosophy and Izutsu Toshihiko. Irani-

ans clearly attached great importance to the relationship between tra-

dition and modernity.

The collaborative research project with Iran has reached its fourth

year. The repeated opportu-

nities for profound discus-

sions enabled us to exchange

ideas with Iran in the inimi-

table way. Some results of

this research have been pub-

lished in the Journal of Inter-

national Philosophy, Extra Issue 7.
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Study Group Report, 1st Unit
Meeting of Study Group Series “View of Humanity and the

World in the Meiji Period” (6th−10th)

6th : SAGARA Tsutomu “Views of Humanity and the World in

Meiji Period as Seen in the Reception of Aesthetics in Japan,”

IWAI Shogo “The Japanese View of Humanity as Seen in Early

Modern Japanese Biographies of Buddha−the Shaka Nyorai Tanjō

E (Pictures of Buddha’s Birth) and the Shaka Goichidaiki Zue

(The Life of Shakyamuni Illustrated)

On December 10, 2014, the 1st Unit of IRCP held a conference at

the Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Building 5, Room 5303).

SAGARA Tsutomu (IRCP Researcher) presented on the topic of

“Views of Humanity and the World in Meiji Period as Seen in the Re-

ception of Aesthetics in Japan.” SAGARA first summarized the field

of study known as “aesthetics,” making references to Baumgarten and

Kant. Baumgarten considered aesthetics to be the study of what was

aesthetically pleasing in the study of sensibility. On the other hand,

Kant sought to further understand sensibility itself by questioning

how emotions mediate our perceptions of nature and morality. The

different views later became the touchstone for discussions in aesthet-

ics. In the latter half of the presentation, he discussed how Nishi

Amane perceived and interpreted aesthetics. Nishi Amane distin-

guished aesthetic emotions from moral emotions. Moral emotions oc-

cur amid relationships with others, but aesthetic emotions are not

those related to personal interests. However, cultivating aesthetic emo-

tions does influence how culture develops and also represents an im-

portant element in politics. Finally, the presentation ended with

SAGARA giving his views on future research.

IWAI Shogo’s (IRCP Researcher) presentation was entitled “The

Japanese View of Humanity as Seen in Early Modern Japanese Biogra-

phies of Buddha−the Shaka Nyorai Tanjō E (Pictures of Buddha’s

Birth) and the Shaka Goichidaiki Zue (The Life of Shakyamuni Illus-

trated). The presentation showed the Japanese people’s view of hu-

manity through transformations in how the story of Buddha’s life was

shown in Japan. Specifically, he looked at Chikamatsu Monzaemon’s

Shaka Nyorai Tanjō E and the Shaka Goichidaiki Zue by Yamada Isai

(text) and Katsushika Hokusai (illustrations). By demonstrating dif-

ferences with Indian biographies, IWAI tried to distinguish how early

modern Japanese normative consciousness differed from India’s.

What had changed in Japan was that it was a sin to abandon the belief

in the importance of repaying one’s debt to one’s parents and leave

one’s family to become a monk. In addition, along with emphasizing

the concept that virtue is rewarded and vice is punished, the plot was

developed to ultimately save the sinner. Evaluating how the Japanese

transform ideas in this way may be instructive in observing how they

view humanity.

Common to the presentations of both researchers were their at-

tempts to show how the Japanese absorbed ideas introduced to Japan

from the outside and how they transformed those ideas. A major

achievement of this study group was highlighting results that would

have been overlooked if the researchers had been prisoners of a purely

“Japanese” perspective.

7th NISHIMURA Ryo “From Buddha to Gautama Buddha−The

History of Ideas in the Buddhist Faith”

On Jenuary 14, 2015, 1st

Unit of IRCP held a study

group session entitled

“From Buddha to Gautama

Buddha−The History of

Ideas in the Buddhist Faith”

by NISHIMURA Ryo (Nakamura Hajime Eastern Institute, IRCP

Visiting Researcher) at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Build-

ing 2, Meeting Room1).

According to NISHIMURA, the Buddhist faith was formed in Me-

dieval Japan with an emphasis on the Hikekyō (karuna−pundarika su-

tra), which makes the Buddha who chose to be born into this world, a

world of suffering, the object of faith. Medieval priests such as Eison

worshipped Buddha based on this sutra and developed charity work

to save people.

Myōnin, a priest at the beginning of the Early Modern Period, con-

sidered Eison a direct descendent of the Miroku Buddha and placed

himself in that genealogy as well. The late Early Modern Period priest

named Jiun emphasized the ritsu (precepts) directly taught by Buddha

over the sutras. He tried to revive the clothing of the Buddha’s time

and follow the Buddha’s way of life.

The Early Modern ritsu movement repealed the hikekyō in favor of

approaching the way Buddha lived in India. Other expressions of this,

or what might be called “India−ism,” are the shumisen ronsō (the
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Mount Meru debate) and the daijōhibusetsu (arguing that the Mahay-

ana teachings did not come directly from Buddha himself ). Another

expression of this India−ism is the priest Entsū’s assertion that follow-

ing Indian teachings, the view of a world centered around Mount

Meru was correct. Early Modern priests of the Ritsu sect, Keishu and

Fujaku, questioned whether Buddha actually taught the Mahayana

Sutras, but praised the view of the ritsu being taught by him directly.

Arguing that the Mahayana Sutras were not taught by Buddha himself

was an attempt to more closely approach the Buddha of India. Their

teachings led to Murakami Senshō’s understanding of Mahayana

Buddhism : “Historically speaking, Buddha did not teach the sutras

himself, but they are believed to be Buddha’s teachings as one of the

faith’s truths.”

Ways of worshipping Buddha in Japan have undergone changes,

from the Buddha of the Hikekyō, to the Buddha who actually

preached in India, and then to Gautama Buddha, the object of his-

torical research as a person. Nonetheless, respect and adoration for

Buddha underlie those transitions. The major achievement of this

study group session was how the dynamism of the history of ideas was

demonstrated by following transitions in how Buddha was wor-

shipped from the Medieval to the Early Modern Period.

8th : MIURA Setsuo “The ‘Discovery’ of Tradition in Japan’s

Modern Period−Inoue Enryō’s Prolegomena to a Living Discourse

on Buddhism”

On February 18, 2015, A study group session entitled “The ‘Dis-

covery’ of Tradition in Japan’s Modern Period−Inoue Enryō’s Prole-

gomena to a Living Discourse on Buddhism” was held at the Toyo Uni-

versity Hakusan Campus (Building 1, Room 1312).

MIURA Setsuo (IRCP Researcher) introduced the structure of

Inoue Enryō’s Prolegomena and explained its content. Taking the

audience through the development of Enryō’s thinking in the text, he

then showed how its content took shape. Enryō had been unable to

discover truth in the works he read while pursuing various Japanese,

Chinese, and Western studies, but he found truth in his study of phi-

losophy at the University of Tokyo. Coincidentally, he realized that

Buddhism possessed the same truth as philosophy, and he resolved to

improve Buddhism. While highlighting the commonalities between

philosophy and Buddhism in Prolegomena, he explained the truth in

Buddhist teachings.

Typical of MIURA’s presentation was his reference to the work of

researchers such as Tamura Koyu, Kaneko Daiei, Takagi Hiroo, Yama-

guchi Teruomi, and Ikeda Hidetoshi. He also included a historical as-

sessment to shed light on the significance of Prolegomena. Enryō re-

fined sectarian Buddhism into a single concept and assembled its re-

ligious principles into an area of study. In a sense, he socially and his-

torically liberated religious principles previously locked inside relig-

ious communities. Moreover, while establishing connections between

this new field and other modern fields of study, he confessed his faith

in the truth of Buddhism. At the same time, he criticized Buddhist re-

ligious communities for what they had become, which was considered

a major event in the history of Buddhism.

Contributing his personal experience, MIURA provided a multifac-

eted description of the significance of Enryō’s Prolegomena. Enryō

“discovered” that traditional Buddhism was endowed with truth and

enhanced its traditional forms into a modern knowledge framework.

The major achievement of this study group session was how the sig-

nificance of Enryō’s work was recounted anew, interspersed with vari-

ous personal anecdotes.

9th : KOSAKA Kunitsugu “Onishi Hajime and “The Origin of

Conscience””

On February 25, 2015, 1st Unit of IRCP welcomed KOSAKA

Kunitsugu (IRCP Visiting Researcher) for his talk on “Onishi Hajime

and “The Origin of Conscience” at the Toyo University Hakusan Cam-

pus (Building 6, Meeting Room 3)．

First, KOSAKA briefly introduced the life of Onishi Hajime, fol-

lowed by an overview of what Onishi wrote in A Theory of the Origin

of Conscience. By referring to discussions since its publication, he then

pointed out its significance and limitations.

Onishi understood “conscience” broadly, that is, he believed it was

not limited to a “consciousness of duty,” but was a more generalized

moral consciousness comprising a sense of right from wrong and how

to make that distinction. Thus, explaining the origin of conscience is

fundamentally a problem of ethics. Because conscience functions

when gaps are perceived with ideals, he thought that better under-

standing the basis for ideals would explain the origin of conscience.

Onishi’s explanation was that ideals arise from the drive to attain

one’s intrinsic purpose. This drive generates a consciousness of duty−

that something “must be done.” This “purpose” was explained using

the hypothesis that evolution is teleological, or that everything has a

purpose and moves toward

attaining it.

Onishi’s later work ex-

plained the basis behind the

drive to attain one’s intrin-

sic purpose as a manifesta-

tion of how the universe
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functions. This idea regarding how the universe develops is also found

in the philosophical works of Inoue Tetsujiro and Nishida Kitaro.

However, there are also differences in the idea. In contrast to Inoue’s

belief in evolution as a mechanical process, Onishi believed that evo-

lution was a teleological process. Nishida did not adopt any particular

evolutionary theory.

While KOSAKA raised a few questions about Onishi’s theory of

conscience such as his lack of clarity about what ideals are and how

they evolve, he suggested they did not constitute a breakdown of the

principles Onishi was arguing. Instead, they were oversights Onishi

would have revised if he had lived longer. While Onishi Hajime’s ex-

istence has been forgotten by many researchers, he could be called Ja-

pan’s first philosopher considering the coherency of his philosophical

theorizing and critical thinking. This study group session clearly con-

veyed that point.

10th : SHOJIGUCHI Satoshi “Nishi Amane’s Criticism of

Yōmeigaku (Yangmingism) as Seen in Seisei Sakki”

On March 13, a study group session entitled “Nishi Amane’s Criti-

cism of Yomeigaku (Yangmingism) as Seen in Seisei Sakki,” presented

by SHOJIGUCHI Satoshi (IRCP Researcher), was held at the Toyo

University Hakusan Campus (Building 6, Room 6409).

After providing an introduction to the relationship of Nishi Amane

with Yomeigaku, SHOJIGUCHI examined his criticism of it in Seisei

Sakki. Nishi Amane was critical of the Yomeigaku stance that humans

are born with a perfect conscience, arguing that humans are only en-

dowed with a purely instinctive and undeveloped conscience. More-

over, he emphasized the role of acquired education.

The reason Nishi Amane dedicated so much of his writing to criti-

cizing Yomeigaku was that it represented exactly the views of humanity

and the world that should be confronted. The major achievement of

this study group session was showing how examining this confronta-

tion between Nishi Amane and Yomeigaku would portray which views

of humanity and the world the current intellectuals were trying to es-

tablish.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Collaborative Research between Dongguk University College of
Buddhist Studies and Culture (Korea) and theToyo University

International Research Center for Philosophy (Japan)

2nd Research Conference

The 2nd collaborative research conference between Dongguk Uni-

versity College of Buddhist Studies and Culture (Korea) and the

IRCP (Japan) was held on March 19, 2015 at Toyo University

Hakusan Campus (Building 8, the 125th anniversary Hall). This col-

laborative research conference was held based on an agreement made

in May, 2014.

IWAI Shogo (IRCP Researcher) presided over the conference with

JUNG Sang Kyo (Graduate student at the University of Tokyo) over-

seeing language interpretation. The conference began with opening

remarks by TAKEMURA Makio (IRCP Researcher) and Professor

KANG Mun−sun (Ven.Hyewon) (Dongguk University). The first

presentation by SATO Atsushi (Senshu University, IRCP Visiting Re-

searcher) discussed the Japanese perception of the Korean Buddhist

world during the Japanese

colonization and was enti-

tled “1917, the Japanese As-

sessment of the Leaders of

the Korean Buddhist World

―Focusing on the Japanese

Response.” Next, Professor KO Young−Seop (Dongguk University)’s

presentation entitled “Manhe (Han Yong−un)’s Perception of Japan―

The Ideological First Step in the Patriotic Enlightenment Movement

in the Buddhist World” which showed the ideological background for

the Patriotic Enlightenment Movement of Han Yong−un, who was

active during the colonial period.

Four more presentations were given after the lunch break : MI-

URA Setsuo’s “The ‘Discovery’ of Tradition in Japan’s Modern Period

―Inoue Enryō’s Prolegomena to a Living Discourse on Buddhism” ;

Professor KIM Ho−Seong (Dongguk University)’s “The Gist in the

Hermeneutics of Yanagi Muneyoshi―Focusing on Namu Amida

Butsu” ; TAKEMURA’s “Nishida Kitaro’s Zen Thought―Focusing

on the Theory of Inverse Polarity” ; and Professor KANG’s “A Con-

sideration in Regards to Zen Training and Satori of Modern Day Ko-

rean Buddhist Nuns.” These presentations discussed the role played

by Inoue Enryō in the development of modern Buddhism ; Yanagi

Muneyoshi’s creative interpretations of Hōnen, Shinran and Ippen ;

an understanding of Zen based on Nishida Kitaro’s “inverse polarity”

and “common human experience” ; and the reality of Zen training

and satori for nuns in modern−day Korea. Afterward, presenters par-
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ticipated in an all−inclusive debate, which developed into an active

discussion.

Finally, MURAKAMI Katsuzo (IRCP Researcher) presented some

closing remarks to end the conference. A major achievement for this

research conference was the collaboration of Japanese and Korean rep-

resentatives, both members of the extensive East Asian framework, in

generating new knowledge.

3rd Research Conference

The 3rd collabora-

tive research confer-

ence was held on July

11, 2015 at the Toyo

University Hakusan Campus (Building 8, the 125th anniversary

Hall).

IWAI Shogo (IRCP Reseacher) presided over the conference with

JUNG Sang−Kyo overseeing language interpretation. After opening

remarks by TAKEMURA and KANG Mun−sun (Ven. Hyewon), six

researchers delivered presentations.

The first presentation by SATO Atsushi was “The Korean Buddhist

World’s Assimilation of Information from Overseas―Focusing on the

1910s.” Based on the study of the translations of five documents from

the Chōsen Bukkyō Geppō (Korean Buddhist Monthly), which was

published from 1912 to 1913, the presentation discussed how the Ko-

rean Buddhist world of the modern period acquired literature from

China and Japan and what they were trying to obtain. Next, KIM

Kwang−sik (Dongguk University) made a presentation entitled “Dual

Paths Relative to Marriage and Eating Meat in Korea’s Modern Period

Buddhism―A Case of Approval and Disapproval toward the Assimi-

lation of Japanese Buddhist Practices.” During the Japanese colonial

period, the question of whether priests should be allowed to marry

and eat meat became widespread ; arguments for and against the Ko-

rean Buddhist world’s response were discussed.

The presentations after the lunch break included one by MIURA

Setsuo entitled “Inoue Enryō’s Yōkaigaku (Mystery Studies),” in

which he introduced Inoue Enryō’s life as well as the content of

Yōkaigaku and its significance. That talk was followed by a presenta-

tion by KIM Ho−seong entitled “Kurata Hyakuzō’s Understanding of

Shinran―Focusing on The Beliefs of Hōnen and Shinran (Vol. 2),”

in which Kurata Hyakuzō’s understanding was discussed, and its char-

acteristics and problematic points were revealed.

After a short break, TAKEMURA’s presentation entitled “Suzuki

Daisetsu and Nishida Kitaro” outlined their philosophies of religion

and elucidated how they were significant. The final presentation was

by Professor KANG, “The Culture of Training as Shown in the Reg-

istries in Modern Period Korean Zen Temples.” This lecture discussed

the culture of Zen training at the time by evaluating the records left in

modern period Korean Zen temples.

After the research presentations, a discussion among all presenters

became quite impassioned, eventually overrunning the scheduled

time. Finally, MURAKAMI Katsuzo presented some closing remarks

and the research conference concluded. Providing an opportunity for

the Korean and Japanese researchers to each present a different view-

point with the purpose of generating new knowledge was a major

achievement of the conference.

4th Research Conference

The 4th collaborative research conference November 19, 2015,

held its 4th workshop in the seminar room of Dahyang Hall at Dong-

guk University.

Dongguk University Professor KIM Ho−seong served as master of

ceremonies, with PARK Ki−yeol (Dongguk University), an instructor

at the university, providing interpretation.

The opening ceremony included a welcoming address from Dong-

guk University Graduate School of Buddhist Studies Ven. JONGHO,

with complimentary speeches from Toyo University’s TAKEMURA

Makio and Dongguk University President Ven. BO−gwang (HAN

Tae−sik).

TAKEMURA then gave the first formal presentation, titled “A Few

Trends in the Movement to Restore Precepts in Modern Japanese

Buddhism.” Following an overview of the history around precepts in

Japanese Buddhism and the movement to restore them, TAKEMURA

focused in on the modern−era activities of the priests Shaku Unshō

and Shaku Jōkō.

The next presentation was from Professor PAK In−seong (Dong-

guk University), titled “Fukaura Seibun’s Interpretation of the Five

Universal Mental Factors.” The five universal mental factors is a con-

cept that appears in Cheng Weishi Lun, a core text of the Yogācāra

tradition in China, transmitted to the Hossō sect in Japan. In his

work Yuishikiron Kaisetsu, Fukaura Seibun addressed the issues raised

by the concept and presented his own interpretation based on the

original text.

After a lunch break came four more presentations. The first, from

MIURA Setsuo, was titled “Inoue Enryō and Kiyozawa Manshi :

Buddhists of Modern Japan.” The presentation gave an overview of

the activities of two important figures in modern Japanese Buddhism

and highlighted four points they had in common. The next came

from KANGMun−seon (Ven. Hyewon) on “The Japanese Movement
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to Revive Korean Buddhism from the 1920s to the 1940s and Its Mo-

dalities : With a Focus on Nakamura Kentarō’s Chōsen Seikatsu

Gojūnen.” The paper took up the attempts to revive Buddhism on the

Korean Peninsula by three Japanese―Nakamura Kentarō, Abe Mit-

suie, and Kobayashi Genroku―who were active there during the co-

lonial period.

Following a break, SATO delivered his paper, titled “The Chōsen

Bukkyō Sōsho Publication Plan : A Phantom Project of 1920s

Chōsen.” In the paper, he outlined the circumstances behind the plan

to publish Chōsen Bukkyō Sōsho, a series of books that was to have

brought together only Buddhist texts compiled in colonial Korea.

SATO traced the course of the plan (the series was never published)

by focusing on the activities of its two central figures, Lee Neunghwa

and Jeong Hwang−jin.

The final presentation was from Professor KO Yeong−seop on “The

Buddhist Awareness of Roiheo Kim Tong−hwa : On the Connections

with Ui Hakuju.” Ko’s paper assayed an argument that differed from

the conventional wisdom regarding monk and scholar Kim Tong−hwa

(Also known by the Buddhist name of Roiheo). Previous studies held

that Kim was little influenced by Ui Hakuju, and most of his ideas

were original to him.

The floor was opened to a general discussion after the individual

presentations. The presenters engaged in vigorous exchanges with sec-

ond master of ceremonies Professor PARK Kyeon−jun (Dongguk

University) and with the audience. In his remarks to close the meet-

ing, Ven.JONGHO summed up the day’s events, while expressing his

sadness that the event marked the end of the two−year joint study

project and his hopes that it may someday resume.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
Symposium co−hosted with the Japan Association for Comparative Philosophy
“The Reception and Development ofWestern Philosophy in Modern East Asia”

On June 13, 2015, Toyo University International Research Center

for Philosophy in conjunction with the Japan Association for Com-

parative Philosophy co−hosted a symposium on “The Reception and

Development of Western Philosophy in Modern East Asia” in Toyo

University Hakusan Campus (the 125th anniversary Hall, Building

8). IRCP researcher TAKEMURA Makio served as host, with Korean

interpretation provided by IRCP visiting researcher SATO Atsushi

(Senshu University).

Professor NAKAJIMA Takahiro (the University of Tokyo) delivered

the keynote address, titled “Reception and Development of Western

Philosophy in Modern Eastern Asia”. In it, he drew on the reception

of Christianity in China, Japan, and Korea in an effort to elucidate

the trans−East Asian experience.

His presentation was followed by a panel discussion. The first of

the formal presentations was delivered by Professor INOUE Kat-

suhito (Kansai University), titled “Reception and Development of

Western Philosophy in Modern Japan” In it, he touched on such fig-

ures as Inoue Tetsujirō, Inoue Enryō, Kiyozawa Manshi, Miyake Set-

surei, and Ōnishi Hajime to illuminate the situation surrounding the

reception of Western philosophy and the formation of its Japanese

counterpart in the Meiji pe-

riod. Next, ProfessorWANG

Qing (Chinese Academy of

Social Sciences) presented

on “Reception and Devel-

opment of Western Philoso-

phy in Modern China.” Wang examined the situation in China, fo-

cusing on such issues as the reception of Enlightenment thought, the

reception of Western philosophy via Japan, and the Sinicization of

Marxist thought. Finally, Professor KIM Jong Wook (Dongguk Uni-

versity) presented a paper titled, “Reception and Development of

Western Philosophy in Modern Korea.” Kim summarized the history

of philosophy in Korea from the latter half of the 19th century to the

present, making explicit the points of contention while offering sug-

gestions for new outlooks.

The symposium was a major success for using the issue of how

Western philosophy was received to clarify the commonalities and in-

dividual characteristics of Japanese, Chinese, and Korean thought

while also laying out the possibilities for East Asian thought more

broadly.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
Workshop “Characteristics of Chinese Scholars’ Views of Humanity in

the Edo Period―A Comparison with China”
On August 26, 2015 at Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Build-

ing 6, Room 6310), a workshop entitled “Characteristics of Chinese

Scholars’ Views of Humanity in the Edo Period―A Comparison with

China” was held. Three Chinese scholars well−acquainted with the
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study of Chinese classics in Japan in the Edo Period were invited to

help shed light on the views of humanity and the world held by Chi-

nese studies scholars at that time.

A presentation by SHEN Xulu (Hangzhou Normal University) en-

titled “Kusumoto Sekisui’s Shuō Gappen［『朱王合編』］―Namiki

Rissui and Kusumoto Sekisui” considered trends among Chinese

studies scholars at the end of the Edo Period based on dialogues be-

tween the Cheng−Zhu school scholars Namiki Rissui and Kusumoto

Sekisui. It is frequently said that Yōmeigaku [Yangmingism] played a

major role at the end of the Edo Period. This study attempted to add

to the literature on the state of ideas at the end of the Edo Period by

casting light on Cheng−Zhu school scholars.

Another presentation entitled “Characteristics of How the Shingaku

Movement Took to the Grass Roots in Tokugawa Japan―About Shin-

gaku : Investigating the Mind, a Text for the People” by IRCP Visiting

Researcher WU Zhen (Fudan University, School of Philosophy)

showed that Chinese studies had spread to the general population in

the Edo Period. Chinese studies was considered a discipline for the

elite, but this presentation showed that through texts used by Shin-

gaku adherents to proselytize, Confucian ideas had been widely re-

ceived by the general population.

In his talk entitled “Mitogaku and Yōmeigaku―A Study of Confu-

cianism−related Documents at the Tokugawa Museum,” QIAN Ming

(Zhejiang Academy of Social Sciences) also presented the results of a

study of documents in the Tokugawa Museum archives. These docu-

ments shed light on the characteristics of Zhu Zhiyu’s understanding

of Yōmeigaku.

After these three presentations, a discussion took place based on

comments by YOSHIDA Kouhei (IRCP Visiting Researcher). The

major achievement of this

workshop was that by show-

ing trends among Japan’s

Chinese scholars in the Edo

Period, a different state of

ideas in contrast to the con-

ventional stereotype was re-

vealed.

Study Group Report, 2nd Unit

Session of “The Boundary−Crossing Nature of Methods and
Methods of Boundary−Crossing.” (3rd conference of “Methodology,”

2014 AcademicYear)

On February 17, 2015 at Toyo University Hakusan Campus

(Building 6, Faculty of Letters Meeting Room), the “Methodologies”

Study Group of the 2nd Unit of the IRCP held a session entitled

“The Boundary−Crossing Nature of Methods and Methods of

Boundary−Crossing.” This discussion was among IRCP researchers

MURAKAMI Katsuzo, NUMATA Ichiro, and SAKAI Tahoko.

The session was intended as an investigation for a book scheduled

for publication next year and an opportunity to compile results of the

symposium of the same name from July, 2014. In the previous meet-

ing, the three researchers engaged in a “cross−session,” or a three−way

conversation about the methodologies used in their respective areas of

research (Western philosophy, Indological studies, and Chinese litera-

ture), which highlighted methodological similarities and differences.

MURAKAMI provided a synopsis of these points and a led a discus-

sion with NUMATA and SAKAI to refine them.

MURAKAMI proposed that the commonalites among research

methodologies in various fields involved the following : (1) the em-

pirical/objective reading of texts ; (2) the relevant evaluation of previ-

ous research and finding original approaches based on that evalu-

ation ; (3) the proposal of interpretations that other researchers could

share ; (4) the use of computer−assisted vocabulary and grammar

analysis ; (5) the use of dictionaries peculiar to the field of research ;

(6) the use of the analytical methodologies “comparison, resemblance,

generalization, hypothesization, abstraction, observation, enumera-

tion, correspondence, harmonization, and analogy” ; and (7) to seek

the truth. However, even if these commonalities are present in re-

search between different fields, mutual penetration (resemblance) and

mutual resistance (differentiation) will arise. MURAKAMI explained

that in the experience of crossing boundaries between areas, knowl-

edge of other disciplines is not acquired unmediated, but rather the

knowledge makes one recursively reconsider one’s own research itself,

thus enriching its foundation.
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As to interdisciplinary differences, MURAKAMI cited differences

in subjects, genres, and perspectives. However, he noted that if one

considers these differences in relation to the previously mentioned

search for truth, the relativity of these differences converges at a point

in infinity with the absolute truth. MURAKAMI proposed that the

experience of crossing boundaries provided by interdisciplinary “cross−

sessions” in research is necessary for moving research in the single di-

rection of seeking that truth.

NUMATA and SAKAI continued the discussion of these points

with comments and ques-

tions. For the latter half of

the session, the floor was

given over to Q & A, pro-

voking a lively and content−

rich discussion.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
“The Significance ofTranslation as Philosophical Method”
(“Methodologies” Symposium, 2014 AcademicYear)

On February 28, the 2nd Unit of the IRCP on hosted a method-

ologies symposium on the topic of “The Significance of Translation as

Philosophical Method” at the Hakusan Campus (Sky Hall, Building

2). The 2nd Unit welcomed to the symposium Professor KANZAKI

Shigeru (Senshu University) and Professor NAKAHATA Masashi

(Kyoto University) as presenters with Professor TSUCHIHASHI

Shigeki (Chuo University) in the role of designated questioner. The

objective of this symposium was to debate problems of translation,

one of the most important methods in philosophical research.

Speaking first on the subject of “Transplantations, Graftings, and

Crossbreeding : The Maze leading to the Concept of ‘Substance,’”

NAKAHATA focused on the issue of the translated word “ousia” ap-

pearing in Aristotlean philosophy. Noting that the Japanese transla-

tion of ousia has become “jittai（実体）”that Nishi amane translated

as meaning “substance,” NAKAHATA raised the question of with

what meaning Aristotle actually used the word ousia with regard to

the background of the concept. He then outlined the way in which

ousia, in the sense that Aristotle used it, was translated into Latin as

substantia or essentia in connection with hypokeimenōn (“underlying

thing”). Based on this, NAKAHATA argued that with the act of

translation itself, one is obliged to consider the framework of thinking

patterns in the ideas and culture of the translator as well as the lan-

guage the translator uses.

Next, KANZAKI addressed the problem of the translated word eu-

daimonia in a presentation titled, “Can Frames of Thinking Be Trans-

lated? : Some Considerations from Translating Ethica Nicomachea

[The Nicomachean Ethics].” Touching first on the difficulties in-

volved in translating eudaimonia into Japanese as kōfuku（幸福），

KANZAKI then elaborated on how Aristotle had not meant the word

to refer to mere fortune, good fame, or luck ; rather, he was after

more of a Socratic or Platonic view of “happiness”―a “complete life”

achieved by the exercise of “virtue.” Furthermore, KANZAKI ob-

served, when one considers how the Epicureans, Stoics, and skeptics

shifted their focus from the problem of the action in the form of vir-

tue to that of the state in the form of quieting the heart, as well as

how the concept was related to the Christian view of happiness, it be-

comes apparent that changes in human lives and their temporality are

connected behind the transformations of the word “happiness”

(kōfuku).

Following these papers, the designated questioner TSUCHIHASHI

offered some comments for NAKAHATA. In view of the relationship

between the problem of ousia and the word hypostasis that comes up

in Christian Trinitarianism, TSUCHIHASHI suggested that there

were also problems with the Latin translations of the day for both

concepts. Next, TSUCHIHASHI observed that the problem of eudai-

monia could be seen as a problem of its reception among the Cappa-

docian Fathers in the Platonic tradition, who regarded the goal of hu-

man life to be a matter of becoming beings that resembled God. In

that vein, TSUCHIHASHI’s remarks centered on the history of the

concept of perfection of the true nature of human beings in late an-

tiquity.

The panelists then engaged in a general discussion, after which the

door was opened to ques-

tions from the floor. The

scholars and students pre-

sent participated enthusias-

tically, leading to an ener-

getic and rich discussion

that made the symposium

all the more successful.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
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Georg STENGER “Intercultural Philosophy―Inside and Outside of
Methodology?The Paradigm of ‘Difference” (4th Conference of

“Methodology,” 2014 AcademicYear)

On March 16, 2015 at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus

(Building 6, Faculty of Letters Meeting Room) the 2nd Unit of the

IRCP hosted a lecture by Professor Georg STENGER of the Univer-

sity of Vienna as part of the “Methodologies” Study Group. The lec-

ture was entitled “Intercultural Philoso-

phy−Inside and Outside of Methodol-

ogy? The Paradigm of ‘Difference.’”

IRCP Visiting Researcher YAMA-

GUCHI Ichiro (Visiting Professor, Toyo

University) both presided over the lecture

and provided consecutive interpretation.

STENGER looks to phenomenology

as the actual methodology to use in intercultural philosophy. He ex-

plained that when one makes comparative studies of various cultures,

one does not simply find similarities and differences from which to

generalize, but rather one tries understand the distinctiveness of each

culture itself. In this regard, it is exactly the methodology of phe-

nomenology that enables differences to be accepted as the differences

they are, thus providing a foundation for mutual openness and respect

among cultures.

The lecture was followed by a lively Q & A session. Both IRCP re-

searchers and outside participants contributed their considerable and

diverse views on key concepts related to the study group’s theme of

“methodologies” to the discussion.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Conference of “A Philosophy of Post−Fukushima” : Andrew OBERG,
“Natural Disasters and Death’s Unpredictability :

IsThere a GoodWay toThink About Our Own Deaths?”

The 1st conference of “A Philosophy of Post−Fukushima” titled

“Natural Disasters and Death’s Unpredictability : Is There a Good

Way to Think about Our Own Deaths?” by Andrew OBERG (IRCP

Researcher), was hosted by the 2nd Unit of IRCP, on July 7 at the

Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Meeting Room 2, Building 8).

The contents were as follows : First, this talk began by situating us

within the world of uncertainty. Some brief explanations of probabil-

ity and the psychological systems involved in decision−making were

then given. With this as background a question was raised : If in this

unpredictable world we tend to operate as affectively and intuitively as

psychology has shown us that we do, how should we think about our

own inevitable future deaths? This question was approached by exam-

ining the Epicurean challenge that death is not a harm using Rosen-

baum’s experienceable objection to reply to Nagel, Sorensen, Chap-

pell, and Williams’ counterarguments that it is. It was argued that

even though death itself is not a harm how we think about it can be

in two ways : the process of dying and the fact of futurelessness. Fi-

nally, some ideas for how we may

better think of our own upcom-

ing deaths were given. Even

though this conference was small,

a lively discussion occurred dur-

ing the talk, and was a fruitful

one.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
“Methodologies” Study Group Session : “The Possibilities of

‘The Logic of Species（種の論理）’”
The Methodologies Study Group on August 1, 2015, held a sym-

posium on “The Possibilities of ‘The Logic of Species’” at the Toyo

University Hakusan Campus (Building 6, Room 6404).

The conference’s focus originated with a reevaulation of “the logic

of species（種の論理），”as developed by Tanabe Hajime. This reread-

ing raised the question of whether the concept of species could be re-

vived as a basic concept for a fundamental theory that would serve to

build a new communal society. The two presenters focused respec-

tively on reconstructing the logic of communal society and Tanabe

himself as a practical case study.
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The presenters were

Strasbourg University Pro-

fessor and IRCP visiting re-

searcher KURODA Aki-

nobu, whose talk was titled,

“A Theoretical Analysis of the Concept of the Collective Individual :

Clarifying the Set of Issues Contained in ‘The Logic of Species,’”, and

Waseda University Lecturer TACHIBANA Fuhito, who spoke on

“The Arts Commonwealth in ‘The Age of Death’ : Tanabe’s Social

Ontology in the Translation and Interpretation of Poetry.”

Following the presentations, Meiji University Professor GODA

Masato as commenter gave his remarks on the papers and asked the

presenters questions. The discussion that followed touched on a wide

range of issues. These included the reasons why Tanabe has come to

be neglected ; the relationship between mathematical philosophy and

schema that is behind Tanabe’s own philosophy ; and “the dialectic

of absolute mediation（絶対媒介の弁証法）”that is inalienably re-

lated to the analogy of language and the logic of species.

Questions were then taken from the floor, resulting in further dis-

cussion. The conference was finally brought to a close at the time,

well past its scheduled end. The meeting was a productive one, as it

deepened the debates and lent further impetus to Tanabe studies, an

area that is once again recieving attention. The event had also enabled

a useful exchange of ideas and information on the topic.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Conference of “A Philosophy of Post−Fukushima” : KATO Norihiro “Feedback and
Biological System. Contingency, Risk and Donation : Jinrui ga Eien niTsuduku no

dewa Nai to Shitara and Clues forWhat Questions to Ask Next”

The 2nd Unit held a lecture meeting on “A Philosophy of Post−

Fukushima” on November 14, 2015, at Toyo University, Hakusan

Campus (Building 5, Room 5104) and KATO Norihiro (Literary

Critic, Professor Emeritus of Waseda University) gave a presentation

entitled “Feedback and Biological System. Contingency, Risk and Do-

nation : Jinrui ga Eien ni Tsuduku no dewa Nai to Shitara and Clues

for What Questions to Ask Next.”

KATO started with the question of what meaning could be gleaned

from coming to grips with the issues posed by

the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Disaster

in their broadest sense, and the answer that he

came up with was “finite modernity.” He dis-

cussed how one would perceive the world

from that standpoint while stressing the im-

portance for providing such a field of vision,

and suggested feedback and a system as one of the guiding principles

for this. He pointed out that feedback presupposes a system and that

we can infer the limits of growth once we think of the earth as a sys-

tem. Furthermore, we must consider how human beings are not only

biological creatures but part of a wider system that also incorporates

our social system, namely a bio system that extends from its lower

limit of zoe (biological existence) to its upper limit of bios (political,

social, and cultural existence). KATO simultaneously pointed out that

it is only with the appearance of a teleonomic (purposeful) subject

that an individual can contemplate humanity and sacrifice (gift) him-

self for it, and that by overlapping a bio system over this, a new step

can be taken. After the presentation, there were many questions from

the audience and the event was successfully concluded.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Meeting of Study Group Series “The Methodology and the
Theory of the Science of Phenomenology―Toward the Development of
Intercultural Philosophy as Interdisciplinary Philosophical Research”

Since the establishment

of the International Re-

search Center for Philoso-

phy (IRCP), phenomenol-

ogy research has influenced

the “Research on the Methodologies of World Philosophy Common

to Eastern and Western Philosophy and Religion” of the 2nd Unit in

various ways. Having reached its final year, the center held a method-

ology seminar series, entitled “The Methodology and the Theory of

the Science of Phenomenology―Toward the Development of Inter-
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cultural Philosophy as Interdisciplinary Philosophical Research,” as a

way to bring these groups together. This seminar series aimed to once

again question the phenomenological methodology as well as to eluci-

date how it relates to practical issues and whether it can provide a

methodological guideline for interdisciplinary philosophical research

that is sought for today. Three seminars were held that were centered

on the visiting researchers specializing in phenomenology and were

based on each of their research interests. The list of presentations is as

follows.

1st : YAMAGUCHI Ichiro (Visiting Professor at Toyo University,

IRCP Visiting Researcher) “The Methodology of Neurophe-

nomenology as Interdisciplinary Philosophy” (at Room 6319 of

Building 6, Toyo University, Hakusan Campus, October 17,

2015)

2nd : MUTO Shinji (Tokyo Women’s College of Physical Educa-

tion, IRCP Visiting Researcher) “On Natural Intuition as a

Methodology for Phenomenological Research,” INAGAKI Sa-

toshi (Jichi Medical University, IRCP Visiting Researcher)

“Clinical Experience and Phenomenlogy as Methods (1)” (at

Faculty of Letters Meeting Room of Building 6, Toyo University,

Hakusan Campus, December 5, 2015)

3rd : TAKEUCHI Dai (Part−time Lecturer at Toyo University,

IRCP Visiting Researcher) “The Phenomenology of the Magical

Imagination” (at Faculty of Letters Meeting Room of Building 6,

Toyo University, Hakusan Campus, January 23, 2016)

The seminars addressed the importance of approaching the worlds

that others had experienced at the actual site of interdisciplinary

philosophical research progress and implementation, grounded in an

awareness of how discrete sciences and phenomenology complemen-

tarily delimit each other through the phenomenological reduction.

Moreover, the importance of the intuition of essences and its process

of constitution of consciousness were discussed and the notions of

magical consciousness and imagination were elucidated using the phe-

nomenological method.

Intense discussions were held at every conference, and the impor-

tance of phenomenology, which holds the potential of and forms the

basis for interdisciplinary philosophical research, was suggested.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
Meeting of Study Group Series “Examining about the Doxa in the History
of Philosophy : A Reinvestigation of ‘Rationalism and Empiricism’”

The 2nd Unit held a seminar series on methodology research enti-

tled “Examining about the Doxa in the History of Philosophy : A Re-

investigation of ‘Rationalism and Empiricism.’” The philosophy from

the 17th through mid−18th century is generally perceived in terms of

the oppositional relationship of “rationalism vs. empiricism,” but un-

derstanding it merely as an “oppositional relationship” causes mutual

exclusivity. It seems that such situation has been made by the speciali-

zation of research, which prevents researchers from studying other

philosophies in depth. Therefore, there is a need to reexamine the

very framework of “rationalism vs. empiricism.” Accordingly, several

researchers of “rationalism” and researchers of “empiricism”, so−called,

participated in this seminar series, and while engaging with the con-

tents of each other’s presentations, mutually scrutinized their under-

standings of “rationalism vs. empiricism.” The list of presentations is

as follows.

1st : FUJISAKA Tasuku (Graduate student at Toyo University)

“An Essay on the Conflict between Rationalism and Empiricism

in the Development of Jamesian Thought” (at Faculty of Letters

Meeting Room of Building 6, Toyo University, Hakusan Cam-

pus, May 30, 2015)

2nd : KASAMATSU Kazuya (Graduate student at the University

of Tokyo) “Between Experience and Reason : ‘Goal’ and ‘De-

sire’ in Spinoza’s Philosophy” (at Faculty of Letters Meeting

Room of Building 6, Toyo University, Hakusan Campus, June

20, 2015)

3rd : TORANO Ryo (IRCP PRA) “Truth and History : On ‘the

True Method of Hermeneutics’ in Chapter 7 of Spinoza’s Theo-

logico−Political Treatise” (at Faculty of Letters Meeting Room of

Building 6, Toyo University, Hakusan Campus, July 20, 2015)

4th : WATANABE Hiroyuki (Part−time Lecturer at Toyo Univer-

sity, IRCP Visiting Researcher) “‘Rationalism’ and ‘Experience’

in Spinoza”, TAKENAKA Kurumi (Part−time Lecturer at Toyo

University) “‘From where do we observe when pointing out

“nonexistence” : The Case of Hume” (at Meeting Room 3 of

Building 6, Toyo University, Hakusan Campus, October 26,

2015)

5th : OHNO Takeshi (IRCP Resercher) “Sensation and Imagina-

tion : Idealism in Port−

Royal Logic,” NOMURA

Tomokiyo (the University

of Tokyo) “Continental

Rationalism and British
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Empiricism : Irish Philosophy as Anomaly”(at Faculty of Letters

Meeting Room of Building 6, Toyo University, Hakusan Cam-

pus, December 12, 2015)

6th : Workshop “Our Next Steps (Our Next Step)” FUJISAKA

Tasuku, KASAMATSU Kazuya, TORANO Ryo, WATANABE

Hiroyuki, TAKENAKA Kurumi, OHNO Takeshi, NOMURA

Tomokiyo (at Faculty of Letters Meeting Room of Building 6,

Toyo University, Hakusan Campus, January 26, 2016)

The meetings were very enriching, with varied discussions at each

presentation. Moreover, the conference was significant in how new

possibilities for philosophical research were explored at every seminar.

Study Group Report, 3rd Unit
3rd, 4th, 5th Meeting of Study Group Series “Thinking about

Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence”

The 3rd Unit of IRCP, titled “Research on Basis of Thought for the

Society of Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence,” established the

study group series “Thinking about multicultural harmonious co−ex-

istence” last year as an opportunity for convergence of results in

preparation for the final year of the unit. The results will be published

in the popular book Overcoming Religious Barriers : A basis of thought

for a society of multicultural harmonious co−existence (published in

January 2016 by Nonburusha).

3rd : On January 21, 2015, at the Toyo University Hakusan Cam-

pus (Building 6, Meeting Room 3)

SODA Takehito (IRCP Researcher) reported on the following un-

der the title “Lessing’s religious thought” :

In 18th−century Germany, Lessing critiqued both the dogmatic le-

gitimism of Protestant Christianity and contemplative Enlightenment

theology, seeking a new relationship between religiosity and reason.

This presentation described how Lessing’s thought identified one path

toward co−existence among multiple religions and considered its limi-

tations.

Next, Bahman ZAKIPOUR (Graduate student, Toyo University)

discussed in frank terms the status of freedom of religion and thought

in contemporary Iran since the Iranian Revolution and tolerance and

intolerance for non−Islamic traditions, from the perspective of an Ira-

nian.

4th : On March 18, 2015, at the Toyo University Hakusan Cam-

pus (Building 6, Meeting

Room 3)

Under the title “Islam and

terrorism,” ONO Jun’ichi

(Part−time Lecturer, Toyo

University ; IRCP Visiting

Researcher) discussed the

�“unity of creation” (wah
�
dat al−wugūd) of Muh

�
ammad ibn ‘Alī ibn al−

‘Arabī (1165−1240), grounded in the interpretation of Henry

Corbin, showing that it fully develops Islam’s defensive mechanisms

against thought that would justify acts of exclusionism as political vio-

lence.

Next, WATANABE Shogo (IRCP Researcher) and HORIUCHI

Toshio (IRCP Research Associate) reported on their “Study of the ac-

tual conditions of multicultural harmonious co−existence as seen in

the religious events of Kyoto and Nara and interviews with priests.”

See Newsletter No. 9 for details.

5th : On May 7, 2015, at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus

(Building 2, Meeting Room 1)

HASHIMOTO Taigen (IRCP Researcher) presented the following

report on the topic of “‘Boundaries’ and ‘co−existence’ between differ-

ent religions” :

Since the start of the modern era, Hinduism and Islam in India

have come into conflict with each other as each has headed in a fun-

damentalist direction and mutual differences have become more pro-

nounced externally under the modern “divide and rule” method origi-

nally implemented as a policy of control during the British colonial

period. However, it is a fact that in the pre−modern period there was

active exchange and mixture between followers of both religions.

While considering this example, HASHIMOTO considered how to

achieve co−existence between both religions based on the keyword of

“boundaries.”

NAGAI Shin (IRCP Researcher) presented the following report on

the topic of “The Metaphysics of Co−existence” :

Co−existence among multiple cultures is possible at a variety of lev-

els when we demand some kind of logic rather than simple heteroge-

neous mixture through experience. However, this presentation also

gave new meaning to the concept of metaphysics by identifying a
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transcendental logical structure as something metaphysical and even

mystical rather than something derived through the accumulation of

experience.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
“New Realism” Study Group Session

The “New Realism” Study Group met on May 23, 2015, in the

Faculty of Letters Meeting Room of Building 6 on the Hakusan Cam-

pus. Various attempts to rehabilitate realism to counter the “postmod-

ern” have been seen recently in Europe. These movements include

critical realism, mainly in England ; speculative realism, centered in

France ; and new realism, in Italy and Germany. The reports pre-

sented at this study group’s latest meeting expanded their scope to in-

clude critical realism and speculative realism as they pursued their in-

vestigations of neorealism. Owing to its foundations in the work of

Friedrich Schelling, the presentations observed that new realism first

seeks to clarify the significance of realism in its effort to rehabilitate

this predecessor. Next, regarding how new realism counters the post-

modern, the presentations focused on what sorts of arguments serve

to have this effect.

Based on these propositions, Hitotsubashi University doctoral stu-

dent NAKASHIMA Arata led off the session with a presentation ti-

tled “Schelling and Markus Gabriel : Concerning New Realism.” In

it, NAKASHIMA laid out how Gabriel (the University of Bonn,

IRCP Visiting Researcher) developed his understanding of Schelling

based on his studies into the philosophy of mythology. His under-

standing was given concrete expression through his assertion that

“there is no such thing as the world” and through his studies on “fac-

tual existence” in new real-

ism.

Next, IRCP researcher

NAGASHIMA Takashi gave

a presentation on “The New

Realism Movement : Maur-

izio Ferraris, Markus

Gabriel, and Analytical Philosophy.” Focusing on Ferraris’ Manifesto

del nuovo realismo, NAGASHIMA began his presentation with the

reason why Ferraris boldly used the “manifesto” form before going on

to explore the fundamental understanding upon which Ferraris’ work

is based―the understanding that “Kantian interpretations are the

root for postmodernism.” NAGASHIMA then covered the breadth of

Ferraris’ work across three topics. He also laid out the movement’s

origins in Schelling and showed how it is coupled to the intervention

of analytical philosophy in German idealism.

The meeting was significant for the attendees in that it enabled

them to perceive the expansiveness of new realism, and that it indi-

cates new directions when coupled with an approach to the analytical

philosophy of Schelling and by extension to German idealism. It also

made it clear, however, that theoretical analyses of these new direc-

tions will require further exploration.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
Thinking about Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence “Attempting to
Build a Society with Pluralistic Values and ReviveVirtue Ethics”

On June 20, 2015, a symposium on the theme of thinking about

multicultural harmonious co−existence was held, under the title “At-

tempting to build a society with pluralistic values and revive virtue

ethics : Is it possible to think about shared virtue and ethical norms

in a society based on pluralistic values?” at the Toyo University

Hakusan Campus (Building 5, Room 5102).

First, MURAMATSU Akira (Faculty of Letters, Arts and Sciences,

Waseda University, IRCP Visiting Researcher) spoke on “Issues that

cannot be resolved through the tolerance (clementia) of liberalism,”

outlining the purposes of the symposium by identifying the following

issues : Contemporary society faces various challenges that cannot

possibly be resolved merely through Mills’ harm principle alone. Even

concerning an attempt to reach any consensus on current social mat-

ters to the minimum degree,

there is a pressing need to

think about not just toler-

ance based on the right to

self−determination but also

shared ethical norms and

shared understandings of virtues. However, at the same time the ethi-

cal norms and understandings of virtues in past traditions include

dogmatic norms and standards grounded in self−righteousness, certain

metaphysical philosophies, and religious views, and many of these are

hard to accept in their current form. Under such conditions, we

should consider the possibilities for multicultural harmonious co−exis-

tence by seeking out the possibilities of shared ethical norms and un-
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derstandings of virtues from the perspectives of Western and Eastern

researchers.

Later in the symposium, the following four presenters spoke on the

theme “Traditions and insights that still survive today.”

IWATA Keiichi (Faculty of Letters, Arts and Sciences, Waseda Uni-

versity) presented on the topic “The possibility of ethical knowledge :

Socrates and Aristotle,” presenting a view from Greek philosophy.

HORIUCHI Toshio (IRCP Research Associate) presented on the

topic “A philosophy of co−existence based on selflessness : Co−exis-

tence with others and other religions as seen in early Buddhism,” pro-

posing a view from Indian Buddhism. YOSHIMURA Hitoshi (Full−

time Researcher, Nakamura Hajime Eastern Institute/Part−time Lec-

turer, Toyo University) presented on the topic “Understanding empti-

ness and dialogue : The spirit of ‘peace’ in Article XVII of the Consti-

tution of Japan from the viewpoint of traditional Buddhism,” propos-

ing a view from Japanese Buddhism. Visiting Researcher YAMA-

GUCHI Ichiro (Visiting Professor, Toyo University, IRCP Visiting

Researcher) presented on the topic “A proposal from phenomenol-

ogy : The concept of virtue as seen from Husserl’s phenomenology.”

The debate in the general discussion addressed topics including

clashes of virtue, making for a truly stimulating symposium.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
“Schelling Symposium”

On August 1, 2015, the 3rd Unit of IRCP featured a Schelling

Symposium at the Toyo University Hakusan Campus (Building 6,

Room 6406). This was the second such symposium following “Phi-

losophy and Religion : Based on Schelling’s Weltalter,” held February

22, 2014 (the results of which were published in Extra Issue 5 of the

Journal of International Philosophy [2014]). Building on the previous

symposium, this symposium clarified what Schelling’sWeltalter (“Ages

of the World”) proposes for today, by following the texts. There are

three basic texts (drafts) to Weltalter. OKAMURA Yasuo (Yamaguchi

University) discussed the first draft, NAGASHIMA Takashi (IRCP

Researcher) discussed the second draft, and SUGAWARA Jun (Nihon

University) discussed the third draft. These presenters discussed the

subject based on each text. The presenters and titles of their presenta-

tions are listed below.

NAGASHIMA : “The possibilities of historical philosophy : the

‘past’ and the system” ; SUGAWARA : “‘Ages of the World’ as a sys-

tematic view of the past : Understanding the third draft and its rela-

tion to the system of the ‘Ages of the World’” ; OKAMURA :

“Stumble of Schelling’s phi-

losophy”.

This lively symposium

featured passionate ques-

tions from the floor on the

subject of understanding the

texts.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
2nd Symposium on Meditation “The Effects of Meditation on Spirituality”

On October 3, 2015, the

3rd Unit of IRCP held its

second symposium on

meditation at the Toyo Uni-

versity Hakusan Campus

(Sky Hall, Building 2). Ti-

tled “The Effects of Meditation on Spirituality,” the symposium led

off with opening remarks by IRCP researcher WATANABE Shogo

followed by talks from three presenters. (For details regarding the first

symposium, please see Journal of International Philosophy Supplement

No. 6, “Toward a Philosophy of Coexistence : The Realities and Is-

sues of Coexistence Among Religions” [February 2015].) Professor

HAYA Tatsuo (Aomori Public University) began with a paper titled,

“The Objectives of Meditation and Its Utility.” He touched on topics

such as Gautama Buddha

having meditated to resolve

suffering rather than to ob-

tain a certain desired emo-

tional state, as well as how

to use meditation with its

various functions depending on us. PHRAPONGSAK Kongkarat-

tanaruk (Visiting Instructor, Ryukoku University) spoke next on

“Meditation Methods in Thai Buddhism : Clearing Shadows in the

Soul and Restoring the Original Inner Light.” PHRAPONGSAK out-

lined the meditation techniques handed down in Theravada Bud-

dhism that started in the early years of the Buddhist tradition, as well

as the techniques used in Thai Buddhism today. His presentation in-

cluded 10 minutes of actual meditation practice. Finally, Professor
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NAGASAWATetsu (Kyoto Bunkyo University) presented some of the

latest findings from neuroscience regarding the effects of meditation

and their implication to the modern culture and education in a paper

titled “The Neuroscience of Meditation and the Paradigm of Self−

Transformation in the 21st Century”. Meanwhile, he also pointed out

the incapability of modern science in explaining such phenomena as

“thug dam” and the manifestaiton of relics found in the Tibetan Bud-

dhist tradition.

In the general discussion session that followed, visitors to the sym-

posium offered enthusiastic questions on such topics as the effects of

meditation and the significance of meditating in groups, which were

thoroughly answered by the presenters. With some 60 people on

hand, the event was an overall success.

……………………………………………………………………………………………
International Symposium “Philosophy in a Globalized Age”

On December 11, 2015,

at the Toyo University

Hakusan Campus (Room 5

B12, Building 5), the 3rd

Unit held an international

symposium titled “Philosophy in a Globalized Age”, in which two

scholars from abroad presented papers, with ONO Jun’ichi (IRCP

Visiting Researcher) serving as interpreter. After the opening address

by NAGAI Shin (IRCP Researcher, chief of the 3rd Unit), Professor

Markus GABRIEL (IRCP Visiting Researcher, the University of

Bonn) gave a lecture titled “Global Philosophy? (Globale Philoso-

phie?)”. He first argued that we should begin from global philosophy

so that the unity/universalism of reason (Vernunftuniversalisums) can

become understandable in a suitable way, where one can hear the

voice of locals as well. Then, he argued on the existence of the

stranger and the reason of strangers, referring to various philosophical

theories. Lastly, he insisted that there is a need for us to situate our-

selves in a position where we clearly verbalize the background assump-

tions we have with those that others have, so that we are always able

to critique each other.

Next, Professor Hans SLUGA (University of Calofornia) gave a lec-

ture titled “Global power, global world, global philosophy (Globale

Macht, globale Welt, globale Philosophie)”. He first defined globaliza-

tion as a process of the expansion of human power, proceeding with

technical ability and the technological medium. Next, he delineated

the idea of power (Macht), after which he historically investigated the

position and problems of modern society, stating that global politics

were established by the global expansion of human power. Then, he

argued that global philosophical thought in the era of homogenous

pseudo−globalization should look squarely at pluralism−the starting

point of globalization−from the standpoint of the human being. He

also pointed out that a global philosophical dialogue will tackle this

variety and the transition among different ways and traditions of

thinking.

For more detail on the two papers presented (both the original Ger-

man and the Japanese translations), see the Journal of International

Philosophy, No.5.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Overseas Research : “Participating in theWorld Sanskrit Conference
and a Joint Research Project on Multicultural Harmonious
Co−existence with theWat Phra Dhammakaya inThailand”

Three members of the

IRCP Unit 3 traveled over-

seas from June 26―July 3,

2015, to participate in the

World Sanskrit Conference

and a joint research project

on multicultural harmoni-

ous co−existence with the Wat Phra Dhammakaya in Thailand.

WATANABE Shogo (IRCP Researcher), MIYAMOTO Hisayoshi

(IRCP Visiting Researcher), and HORIUCHI Toshio (IRCP Re-

search Associate) made the trip.

The team proceeded to the Dhammakaya temple after the opening

ceremony of the Sanskrit Conference the morning of June 28. There,

they spoke with the two monks responsible for the Dhammakaya’s Ja-

pan branch, Bhikkhu THANAVUDDHO and Bhikkhu SOMKIAT.

The visitors learned that the Dhammakaya is in the process of pro-

ducing a revised edition of the Pali Canon with the assistance of spe-

cialists in Theravada Buddhism that it plans to also make available for
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reading online. The three returned to the Sanskrit conference on the

29th to hear some of the presentations. The conference was a major

one, with 10 daily panels featuring some 16 speakers per panel on av-

erage. Researcher WATANABE gave a presentation on 30th titled

“Some Questions Concerning the Title of the Prajñāpāramitā−hr
�
daya

−[sūtra].” In it, based on an analysis of many manuscripts of the

Prajñāpāramitā−hr
�
daya−sūtra (“the Heart sutra”) he discussed the tra-

dition of that text having been regarded as a dhāran
�
ī and explained

the significance of it being broadly classified as such, due to its title,

which means, “the Heart consisting of 25 gāthās” HORIUCHI gave a

presentation on July 1 using examples to argue for the importance of

“palm − leaf manuscripts”

when working on revising the

Lan
�
kāvatārasūtra.

The team learned from

their research trip about the

realities and possibilities of

the role that Sanskrit has to play in multicultural co−existence. San-

skrit has proved itself to be a living language rather than a dead one,

and is being used as a tool for exchanges among different peoples and

culture that transcends borders.

Publications
Journals of IRCP

Journal of International Philosophy, no. 1 (March 2012) ; no. 2 (March 2013) ; no. 3 (March 2014) ; no. 4 (March
2015) ; no. 5 (February 2016) [ISSN 2186−8581]

Extra Issues of Journal of International Philosophy,

No. 1 : Philosophy of post−Fukushima (March 2013) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 2 : Time and Space of the Concept of “Law” (March 2013) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 3 : Towards a Philosophy of Co−existence : A Dialog with Islam (June 2013) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 4 : The Transfer and Transformation of “Law” (August 2014) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 5 : Philosophy and Religion : Based on Schelling’s Weltalter (October 2015) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 6 : Towards a Philosophy of Co−existence : Realities and Problems of Co−existence of Religions (March 2015) ISSN

2186−8581
No. 7 : Towards a Philosophy of Co−existence : A Dialog with Iran−Islam (2) (February 2016) ISSN 2186−8581
No. 8 : Descartes : la morale de la métaphysique − Pour saluer Katsuzo Murakami (February 2016) ISSN 2186−8581

Journals of International Association for Inoue Enryo Research

International Inoue Enryo Research, no. 1 (March 2013) ; no. 2 (March 2014) ; no. 3 (March 2015) ; no. 4 (February
2016) [ISSN 2187−7459]

Blu−ray

Self Set−Up Again―For Departure to Memories (January 2015)

Books

Posuto fukushima no tetsugaku : Genpatsu no nai sekai no tame ni (Philosophy of Post−Fukushima : For Life without Nu-
clear Power. Akashi Shoten, August 2015)
Ekkyō suru tetsugaku : Taikei to hōhō wo motomete (Beyond the Philosophy : Surveying the System and the Method.
Shumpūsha, November 2015)
Shūkyō no kabe wo norikoeru : Tabunka kyōsei shakai e no shisōteki kiban (Overcoming Religious Barriers : A Basis of
Thought for a Society of Multicultural Harmonious Co−existence. Nonburusha, January 2016)
Kindaika to dentō no aida : Meijiki ni okeru ningenkan to sekaikan (Between Modernization and Tradition : Views of Hu-
manity and the World in the Meiji Period. Kyōiku Hyōronsha, January 2016)
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1st Unit Basic Research to Rebuild Japanese Philosophy

Researcher TAKEMURA, Makio SAGARA, Tsutomu★ SHOJIGUCHI, Satoshi〇
IWAI, Shogo◎ IBUKI, Atsushi MIURA, Setsuo
SHIBATA Takayuki

2nd Unit Research on Methodologies ofWorld Philosophy Common to

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Eastern andWestern Philosophy and Religion

Researcher MURAKAMI, Katsuzo☆ KAWAMOTO, Hideo NOMA, Nobuyuki
NUMATA, Ichiro◎ SAKAI, Tahoko〇 SHIMIZU, Takashi
OBERG, Andrew OHNO, Takeshi

3rd Unit Research on Basis ofThought for the Society of Multicultural

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Harmonious Co−existence

Researcher NAGAI, Shin◎ NAGASHIMA, Takashi〇 YAMAGUCHI, Shinobu
HASHIMOTO, Taigen WATANABE, Shougo★ ASAKURA, Koichi
KIKUCHI, Noritaka SODA, Takehito SHIMODA, Yoshiyuki

Visiting Researcher

SCHULZER, Rainer KURODA, Akinobu TAKEUCHI, Dai
OHNISHI, Yoshitomo GIRARD, Frédéric KOPF, Gereon
TANAKA, Kenneth MURAMATSU, Satoshi ONO, Jun’ichi
INAGAKI, Satoshi WU, Zhen WATANABE, Hiroyuki
SAITO, Akira TOBA, Baikal INOUE, Tadao
SATO, Atsushi KOSAKA, Kunitsugu ITOH, Takako
YOSHIDA, Kouhei YAMAGUCHI, Ichiro YAMAGUCHI, Masahiro
TUTIYA, Syun IDENO, Naoki ISHIDA,Yasushi
KAMATA, Toji OKADA, Masahiko NISHIMURA, Ryo
GABRIEL, Markus ZAVALA, Agustin Jacinto SUZUKI, Izumi
TSUZAKI, Yoshinori MIYAMOTO, Hisayoshi MUTO, Shinji

Research Associate

SHIRAI, Masato MISAWA, Yuji HORIUCHI, Toshio

Project Research Assistant

FUJII, Akira TORANO, Ryo
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